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e-learning

Managing agile teams
Your team is well occupied with a major project when a customer enquiry 
arrives that needs to be dealt with. At the same time, the head of 
department wants information “quickly”. The fast pace and increasing 
complexity poses many challenges for teams and demands focus. Agile 
methods - used sensibly - can contribute significantly to increasing 
efficiency, which is why they are being used more and more in today’s 
working world. In some organisations, agile methods are used exclusively.  
In others, mixed forms exist in which standard agile methods such as 
SCRUM, Design Thinking, Lean Start-up and others are added. In any case, 
you as a manager play an essential role in both the selection and the use 
of agile methods. You define and communicate the framework conditions, 
the use of resources and the interaction with other projects and are thus 
responsible for the overall success of your team’s agile projects. There are 
challenges lurking in many places, but you can also operate the levers to 
steer the agile project in a successful direction.

In this e-learning, you will learn what these challenges are and above 
all, which measures will make your agile projects successful. You will 
learn the most important leadership aspects around the introduction and 
implementation of projects with agile methods in order to accompany agile 
projects in your organisation even more successfully in the future. 

Booking Number: 31214

Group of participants:  

Managers who already use agile 
methods or are planning to do so.

Duration: approx. 1,5 hours

Language: 

Unit price:  

€ 49,- zzgl. MwSt. | € 58,31 inkl. MwSt. 

Package prices from 50 licenses on request

Learning objectives

You can consciously shape your role as a manager in the 
introduction and implementation of agile projects.

You are able to select suitable methods for your projects. 

You can actively involve colleagues and employees in your 
projects and make them supporters.

You can use measures from the areas of work 
organisation, change management and communication in 
a targeted way to ensure successful projects.

You are able to win over and involve top management in 
your agile projects.

Contents

Role as a manager in the introduction and implementation of 
agile projects

Conscious choice of methods appropriate to the project

Effective involvement of the team and stakeholders

Work organisation, change management and communication

Inclusion of top management as a success factor
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